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A chiefs village (wnusumbd) is very much larger than that of a commoner. Inhabitants of the capital are composed of relatives of the chief, his followers, and also a number of families which moved there originally to win royal favour and have become accustomed to court life.1 Since a chiefs reputation depends largely on the size of his capital, and his councillors, courtiers, and administrative officers were drawn largely from his villagers, the umusumba is an important unit in the political machine. The late Nkula's village had about 400 huts when I visited it in 1931, that of the Citimukulu 150 in 1938. The capitals of pre-European days were evidently very much larger. These communities were divided into sections (ifitente, sing.icitente) and though nowadays there are nine ifitente at the paramount's village, there were formerly thirty to forty, according to native accounts.
The whole Bemba territory is divided into districts (ifyalo, sing, icalo). The icalo is a geographical unit with a fixed boundary and a name dating from historical times, e.g. the district of the Citimukulu is known as Lubemba, the country of the Bemba, and that of Mwamba, Ituna. These districts are territories originally allotted to members of the royal family, but once so divided they have never been sub-divided to provide smaller chieftainships for a new generation of princes as has happened in some parts of South Africa.
But the icalo is also a political unit. It is the district ruled over by a chief with a fixed title—the name of the first ruler to be appointed over each particular strip of land, always a close relative of one of the earlier Citimukulus. There are several types of chief, the paramount, who has his own icalo, as well as being overlord of the whole Bemba territory; the territorial chiefs, five or more in number, who have under them sub-chiefs who may rule over very small tracts of country or, rather, over a few villages.2
Each of these chiefs is known by the same title mfumu and each icalo is a more or less self-contained unit, a replica of the social structure of the other. Each capital has its own court, however small. Each chief has rights over the labour of his own villages. They work for him only and not for the paramount as happens among
1	The phrase 'umwino musumba* ('inhabitant of the capital') is used to indicate
a 'chief's man* or a person of specially polished manners and knowledge of
affairs.
2	Mwamba has as a sub-chief, the Munkonge, and the Nkula has Shimwalule,
Mwaba, Mukuikile, Nkweto, &c.

